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Abstract- Voice Activity Detection (VAD) is a crucial step for speech processing, which detecting
accuracy and speed directly affects the effect of subsequent processing. Some voice processing system
based phone or in the indoor environment, which need simple and quick method of VAD, for these
representative voice signal, this paper proposes a new algorithm which is adaptive and quick based on a
major improvement to Dual-Threshold endpoint detection algorithm. First the amplitude normalization
is processed to the original voice signal, the characteristic is extracted by means of short-time amplitude,
which can simplify operation. Then, large-scale (long frame-length and frame-shift) short-time
amplitude is used for rough detection, combining adaptive threshold judgement of consecutive frames,
which can find voice areas of start-point and end-point quickly. To these areas, small-scale (short
frame-length and frame-shift) short-time amplitude is used for accurate detection, forward scanning is
put to start-point area, reverse scanning is put to end-point area, combining adaptive threshold
judgement of consecutive frames, start-point and end-point of the effective speech can be accurately
located. Experimental results show that the method of this paper can detect endpoints of voice signal
more quickly and accurately, which can improve recognition performance dramatically. Largescale can increase detection speed, small-scale can improve detection accuracy, both can be adjusted
to satisfy the different requirements. The method of this paper ensures both detection speed and
precision, which has more flexibility and applicability.
Index terms: Voice signal, Endpoint detection, Short-time amplitude, Multi-scale detection, Adaptive
threshold.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of VAD (Voice Activity Detection) is to detect the useful voice segment from the
original audio signal, and to locate the starting point and ending point, which is very important
for speech recognition, the researches show that more than 50% error of speech recognition
originated from inaccurate VAD[1], thus it can be seen that rapid and accurate VAD is a vital
process.
Rapid and accurate VAD can play a very important role in speech recognition, for example, it can
eliminate the noise signal segment, and can extract feature to the speech signal segments merely,
which not only reduces the amount of calculation to speed up the processing, but also can
improve the recognition accuracy rate. In speech coding, it also can reduce the bit rate of noise
and improve the coding efficiency without affecting the quality of speech signal.
In recent years, many methods of VAD have been put forward, which can be divided into many
types.
Traditional VAD methods generally utilize cognitive or statistical characteristics of voice signal
to distinguish speech and noise, which generally can be divided into three categories
in accordance with feature extraction method: (1)Time-Domain detection method, such as shorttime energy and zero-crossing rate of Dual-Threshold detection[2], Short-time Autocorrelation[3];
(2) Frequency-Domain detection method, such as LPC Cepstrum[4], Spectrum Entropy[5],
Energy spectrum entropy[6-7], Distance Entropy [8], Sub-band Energy[9], Harmonic Energy[10],
etc. (3)Nonlinear feature detection method, such as Permutation Entropy[11], C0 measure[12],
HHT[13] , etc. Traditional VAD methods have been widely researched and applied because of
their simple, but their limitations are also obvious, which detection effect easily affected by noise,
they can’t adapt to different environments especially the low-SNR condition.
Then, the later scholars utilize the combination of a variety of characteristics and adopt pattern
recognition methods for VAD, many new algorithms appear constantly, such as [14] proposed a
VAD approach Mel Frequency Cepstrum Coefficient (F-MFCC) based on Fisher linear
discriminant analysis, it approach achieves higher VAD accuracy under different SNR and noise
conditions.[15] proposed to fuse multiple features via a deep model, called deep belief network
(DBN), [16] presents an algorithm based on SVM and Wavelet Analysis, [17] adopted neural
networks, [18] proposed a method in a kernel subspace domain to improve the performance of
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the kernel-based VAD, [19] used real-valued neural network (RVNN) to estimate the coefficients
of an autoregressive (AR) model, [20] proposed a statistical voice activity detection method in a
high-dimensional kernel feature space by a nonlinear mapping, [21] eliminated the influence of
noise by means of entropy-based measure. [22] proposed a novel feature extraction algorithm
based on the double-combined Fourier transform and envelope line fitting is proposed. [23]
extracted feature using an equivalent rectangular bandwidth (ERB) filter band cepstrum and
constructed a learning model using the acoustic model to improve the speech detection and
recognition, etc. Those methods take the advantages of various characteristic and intelligence
algorithm, improve the detection effect under noise environment effectively, but their
algorithmically complex increased sharply, and the detection effect remains unsatisfactory under
low SNR, especially for non-stationary noise.
Recent study on VAD is more closer to specific application background, such as [24] proposed a
framework which attempted to incorporate articulatory information into the stochastic segment
model based on Mandarin speech detection and recognition system,[25] researched on Hindi
speech, adopts Mel frequency cepstral coefficients(MFCC), Perceptual linear prediction
coefficients (PLP) and PLP derived from Mel-scale filter bank (MFPLP), combines Autoassociative neural networks (AANN) to detect and recognize Hindi speech.
But it now appears there isn’t a perfect method of VAD which can separate accurately speech and
noise under low SNR, it needs our unceasingly research and the exploration.
We should choose the appropriate method of VAD according to the actual situation, for instance,
in real life the voice signal is collected by microphone in many situations, which SNR usually is
acceptable, therefore we can adopt quick and easy method. In that case, simple and fast method is
a good choice. The typical VAD method is Dual-Threshold detection method, which has
high detecting speed because of its simple, for these reasons, this paper made some improvement
on it and proposes a new algorithm, which use short-time amplitude as characteristics, largescale(long frame-length and frame-shift) was first used for rough detection, which can find
quickly voice areas of start-point and end-point, then small-scale(short frame-length and frameshift) is used for detecting the accurate location of start-point and end-point, which can scan those
endpoint areas forward or reverse according to the type of endpoint, the endpoint of effective
speech can be accurately located combined with adaptive threshold.
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II.

PREPROCESSING OF SPEECH SIGNAL

The speech segment used in this paper, part samples come from YOHO speech database, another
were recorded by us in common indoor environment.
Speech signal is a typical time variant and non-stationary signal, but its characteristic keeps
mostly unchangeable in a short time range (10~30ms), thereby short-time energy, short-time
average amplitude, short-time zero crossing rate characteristics of the speech signal can be used
for detection of speech signal.
The speech signal collected from indoor environment is most representative for speech
recognition, which SNR is usually high. In this case, the energy of speech segment is usually
greater than the energy of noise or silence segment obviously, which can used for endpoint
detection.
Dual-Threshold endpoint detection algorithm often used for processing indoor speech signal
because of its good detection results, it takes short-time energy and short-time average zerocrossing rate as characteristics to detect the endpoint of speech signal.
The formula of short-time energy is as follows:
N

E ( n)   xn2 (i )

（1）

i 1

In the equation, N is frame length, x(i) is original speech signal, E(n) is the short-time energy of
frame n.
Short-time average zero-crossing rate means the number of alternative times of sampling point’s
amplitude value between positive or negative per unit time, the formula is as follows:
Zn 

1 N 1
 sgn[ xn (m)]  sgn[ xn (m  1)]
2 m 1

（2）

In above equation, sgn[] is sign function, which definition is as follows:
1, ( x  0)
sgn[ x]  
1, ( x  0)

（3）

Dual-Threshold endpoint detection algorithm has two detection processes, first, a higher
threshold ( E H ) is set on the basis of short-time energy E(n), which can ensure most speech signal
to pass the threshold, a probable range of speech signal can be designated, shown as “A-B
segment” in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. First process of Dual-Threshold endpoint detection algorithm

Figure 2. Second process of Dual-Threshold endpoint detection algorithm

Second process shown as Figure 2, a threshold ( E F ) is set according to short-time average zerocrossing rate ( Z n ) , scanning towards left from “C” can locate point “E”, scanning towards right
from “D” can locate point “F”, “E-F” segment is the final detected result, the start-point of the
speech signal is “E”, the end-point is “F”.
Dual-Threshold endpoint detection algorithm is simple and fast to speech signal which has high
SNR, but it takes an assumption as prerequisite that there are some background noise frames at
the beginning of voice signal, when background noise frames are not found or the background
noise is powerful, the prerequisite may be breached, its detection result will be unreliable, which
scope of application has some significant limitations.
In order to solve the above difficulties, this paper presents a new algorithm, which pre-processing
is described briefly below.

a. Normalization on amplitude
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The amplitude reflects intensity and relation of speech and background noise signal, in
conventional practice scaling amplitude can’t change characteristic of voice signal, therefore
amplitude normalization can be executed by formula shown as follows.

y(i)  x(i) / max( x(i))

（4）

In the equation, x(i) is the amplitude of original voice signal. Obviously, the amplitude of
processed signal is unified, which scale will be in the interval [0,1], it will be beneficial to setting
of threshold for subsequent processing.

Figure 3. Original speech signal waveform

Figure 4. Normalization processing

b. Separating frame and calculating short-time amplitude
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The sampling frequency of speech signal used in this paper is 8000 Hz, each data point represents
1/8000 second, that is 0.125ms. Because the characteristic of speech signal keeps mostly
unchangeable in a short time range (10~30ms), the corresponding amount of data point is 80~240.
Therefore, speech signal can be divided into some frames, each frame contains 80~240 data
points, also called frame-length. There are some overlaps (frame-shift) between adjacent frames
in order to keep smooth transition, frame-shift is half of frame-length in general.
To reduce computation load, short-time amplitude used as characteristics for detection in this
paper, the formula is shown as the following.
N

STA(n)   | yn (i ) |

（5）

i 1

In the equation, y(i) is signal processed by normalization, N is frame-length, STA(n) is the shorttime amplitude of frame n.
Figure 5 (frame-length is 256, frame-shift is 128) and Figure 6 (frame-length is 64, frame-shift is
32) are two waveforms of short-time amplitude, from which we can find that the waveforms of
speech segment is greater than the waveforms of background noise segment obviously, this
characteristic can be used for detection of speech endpoint. Comparing Figure 5 with Figure 6, it
is inescapably clear that the bigger of frame-length and frame-shift, the less frames and its
calculation amount, but its waveforms is more rough and the endpoint location is more fuzzy; the
smaller of frame-length and frame-shift, the more frames and calculation amount, but its
waveforms is more exquisite and the endpoint location is more accurate.

Figure 5. Short-time amplitude (256,128)
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Figure 6. Short-time amplitude (64,32)

For ease of calculation, the frame-length of large-scale is 256, its time period is 32ms, the framelength of small-scale is 64, their slot time are very close to the range of speech signal stationarity.
Therefore, this paper use the large-scale(long frame-length and frame-shift) to scan whole speech
signal, some endpoint (start-point and end-point) areas of effective speech segment can be rapid
detected, this is rough detection; Then within these endpoint areas, small-scale(short framelength and frame-shift) will be used for scanning forward or opposite direction according to the
type of endpoint, which can finally obtain accurate start-point and end-point of effective speech
segment, this is meticulous detection.

III.

DESCRIPTION OF DETECTING PROCESS

a. Rough detection process
Rough detection aims to quickly find those areas contain start-point and end-point of effective
speech segment, large-scale is used for scanning: frame-length is 256 and frame-shift is 128,
which can reduce the amount of calculation, therefor can accelerate the speed of detection. Using
large-scale also can avoid the interference of impulsive noise.
Through the analysis of the short-time amplitude waveform, it is easy to find that effective
speech segment is peak shape, there is obvious difference between start-point area and end-point
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area, therefore different methods were adopted to detect the start-point area and end-point area.
The flowsheet of rough detection is shown in figure 7.
a.i Rough detection for start-point area
The waveform of start-point area is upward steep slope, the detection method is shown as below:
(1)Set the threshold of short-time amplitude to detect start-point area.
Because the data (amplitude of waveform) had been normalized into unified dimension, frame
length is fixed (frame-length=256), therefore the threshold is easily determined, a large number
of experiments show the optimum threshold is about 20 (Threshold_startarea=20);
(2)Read data by frame, calculate short-time amplitude: STA(i), i is frame sequence number,
initialization i=1;
(3) If each STA(i) of three consecutive frames are greater than Threshold_startarea, then the startpoint area is found (its location is the starting point of first frame), if not, continue to detect by
frame.
Taking continuous three frames to judge threshold can avoid interference of the isolated noise
effectively. Through the above processing, the endpoint areas of effective speech segment can be
quickly found, and its location information can be recorded: Position_startarea=i.
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Original speech signal
Normalization processing
Separate frame (large-scale)
frame-length=256
frame-shift=128

Calculate short-time
amplitude STA(i)
initial: i=1

i++

Read STA(i)

i++

Continue to detect start-area

Continue to detect end-area

Not start-area
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Y
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Find end-point area
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Meticulous detection

Record end-point area:
Position_endarea=i
To detect start-point area

To detect end-point area

Figure 7. Flow chart of rough detection
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a.ii Rough detection for end-point area
The waveform of end-point area is downward gentle slope, the detection method is shown as
below:
(1) Set the threshold of short-time amplitude to detect end-point area.
Because the end sound of human voice is usually subdued, the threshold of end-point area should
be set lower in order to ensure the integrity of end sound area. A large number of experiments
show that the optimum threshold is about 12 (Threshold_endarea=12);
(2) Read data by frame, calculate short-time amplitude: STA(i), i is frame sequence number,
initialization i=1;
(3) If each STA(i) of four consecutive frames are less than Threshold_endarea, then the end-point
area is found (its location is the starting point of first frame), if not, continue to detect by frame.
Taking continuous four frames to judge threshold can avoid interference of the breath sound
effectively. Through the above processing, the end-point area of effective speech segment can be
quickly found, and its location information can be recorded: Position_endarea=i.

b. Meticulous detection process
Those areas obtained by rough detection are approximately region which contain start-point and
end-point of speech segment, the aim of meticulous detection is to seek out the precise location
of start-point and end-point. Because there is quite difference between start-point and end-point,
different methods should be used for detection of start-point and end-point.
b.i Meticulous detection for start-point
The flowsheet is shown in figure 8.
(1) Selecting the scope to scan.
The start-point might well be located within small neighbor region radiated from start-point area
which had been found by rough detection, three consecutive frames (frame-length=256) are
selected as scanning scope for meticulous detection of start-point, which frame interval is
[(Position_startarea-1)×256,( Position_startarea+1)×256], the little wide scope can effectively
avoid missing detection or false detection of end-point;
(2) Setting scale and threshold of detection.
Using small-scale(short frame-length and frame-shift) to scan is advantageous to detect end-point
accurately, when validated frame-length is 64, frame-shift is 32, the threshold is reduced
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accordingly, a large number of experiments show the optimum threshold is about 5
(Threshold_startpoint=5);
Start-area location
Scan area setting
separate frame(small-scale)
frame-length=64
frame-shift=32

Calculate short-time
amplitude STA(i)
initial: i=1

i++

Read STA(i)

End of frame?

Y

N
N
STA(i)>Thresho
ld_startpoint?

Not start-point

Y
N
STA(i+1)>Thres
hold_startpoint?
Y
N
STA(i+2)>Thres
hold_startpoint?
Y
Find start-point
Location: start of frame i

Not find start-point

Figure 8. Flow chart of meticulous detection for start-point

(3) Read data by frame forward using small-scale, calculate short-time amplitude: STA(i);
(4) If each STA(i) of three consecutive frames are greater than Threshold_startpoint, then the
start-point is found, its location is the starting point of first frame(frame i). If not, continue to
detect by frame.
At last the start-point of effective speech segment can be found accurately.
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End-area location
Scan area setting
Inverted sequence
separate frame(small-scale)
frame-length=64
frame-shift=32

Calculate short-time
amplitude STA(i)
initial: i=1
Read STA(i)

End of frame?

Y

N
N
STA(i)<Thresho
ld_endpoint?

i++

Y
N
STA(i+1)<Thres
hold_endpoint?
Y
N
STA(i+2)<Thres
hold_endpoint?
Y
N
STA(i+3)<Thres
hold_endpoint?
Y
Find potential end-point
Record i

The latest potential end-point
is end-point
Location: end of frame N-i

Figure 9. Flow chart of Meticulous detection for end-point.

b.ii Meticulous detection for end-point
The detecting method of end-point is quite different with start-point, the flowsheet is shown in
figure 9.
(1) Selecting the scope to scan.
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The end-point might well be located within small neighbor region originated from end-point area
which had been found by rough detection, four consecutive frames (frame-length=256) are
selected as scanning scope for meticulous detection of end-point, which frame interval is
[Position_endarea×256,( Position_startarea+3)×256], the little wide scope can effectively avoid
missing detection or false detection of end-point;
(2) Setting scale and threshold of detection.
As meticulous detection for start-point, same small-scale is used, the threshold validated by lot
experiments is about 3 (Threshold_endpoint=3);
(3) Scanning in inverted sequence.
According to the feature of end-point waveform, backward scanning is better for detecting, thus
the data of scanning region would be converted into inverted sequence;
(3) Read data by frame using small-scale, calculate short-time amplitude: STA(i);
(4) If each STA(i) of four consecutive frames are less than Threshold_endpoint, then the potential
end-point is found, continue to scan until the end. If not, continue to detect by frame. At last, The
latest potential end-point is true end-point,its location is the starting point of first frame(frame i in
inverted sequence ).
At last the end-point of effective speech segment can be found accurately.
Detecting process as shown in figure 10, the long vertical line(black dotted line) is the result of
rough detection, the short vertical line(red real line) is the position of start-point and end-point
after meticulous detection. It's easy to see from the waveform, accurate endpoint can be obtained
by means of meticulous detection.

IV. EXPERIMENT RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

Voice sample tested in this paper consists of two part, one part is YOHO speech database
collected by American ITT company, in which there are 1380 speech samples which content is
English digits, 100 samples were selected to test and another 50 samples were selected to train
from YOHO database; Another part is a small speech database recorded by ourselves, which
include 20 persons (11 male voice and 9 female voice), each one had spoken 10 voice segments
which content is Chinese phrase, from which 50 samples were selected to test and another 20
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samples were selected to train. Those samples were recorded indoor environment, sampling rate
is 8000Hz, 16 bits data, 128Kbps.

Figure 10. Rough and meticulous detection

a. Effectiveness analysis of endpoint detection
All the samples that were selected were tested for endpoint detect, experiments show positive
results, nearly all of endpoint can be detected precisely and fleetly.

Figure 11. The detection results to noisy signal
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Figure 12. Comparison of test results
In figure 11, there is some isolated noise in speech signal, the algorithm of this paper can filter
out those impulsive noise or background noise, find correct position of speech endpoint.
The result of comparing this algorithm with Dual-Threshold detection method is shown in figure
12, the long vertical line (black dotted line) is the position detected by Dual-Threshold detection
method, the short vertical line (red real line) is the position detected by the algorithm of this
paper. Obviously, endpoint location detected by this paper is more accurate. In addition, DualThreshold detection method deems there should be silence segment in the beginning of voice
signal, the assumption is not always true, missing detection or false detection maybe occur in
some cases. Experiments show that the algorithm of this paper is robust.
b. Effectiveness analysis of speech recognition
In order to inspect the influence on speech recognition from endpoint detection, experiment of
speaker recognition was tested based on two method of endpoint detection, which adopt GMM
(Gaussian mixture model) algorithm, feature parameter is MFCC coefficient(16 dimension),
GMM order is 32. The test result is compared in Table 1.
The experimental shows that detecting speed of this method is faster, an extra reason is that this
method omit the calculation on short-time zero crossing rate, which can accelerate detection
speed. Because this algorithm can get more accurate endpoint, therefore it can improve
recognition performance effectively.
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Table 1: The statistical data of experiment
DualSamples

Threshold
method

YOHO
samples

Chinese words
samples

method of
this paper

compare

amount

100

100

-

length(ms)

3962

3962

-

detect time (ms)

172

127

- 26.2%

recognition rate(GMM)

92.6%

97.3%

+ 4.7%

amount

50

50

-

length(ms)

1126

1126

-

detect time (ms)

119

86

-27.7%

recognition rate(GMM)

90.6%

96.5%

+ 5.9%

V. CONCLUSIONS

According to the characteristics of speech signal, this paper put forward a new method for
endpoint detection based on a major improvement to Dual-Threshold detection algorithm, which
set short-time amplitude as characteristic, large-scale (long frame-length and frame-shift) was
used for rough detection, then start-point and end-point areas can be found quickly, from which
smaller scanning regions can be screened out for meticulous detection, small-scale (short framelength and frame-shift) is used to scan those regions forward or reversely, the accurate position of
start-point and end-point of speech signal can be obtained finally.
This paper adopted two kind scale, large-scale determines the speed of detection, small-scale
decides the accuracy of detection, both can be adjusted to satisfy the different requirements
(detection threshold can also be adaptive adjustment accordingly), the method of this paper
ensures both detection speed and precision, which has more flexibility and applicability.
Experiment results show that the method of this paper can detect endpoints of voice signal more
quickly and accurately, which robustness is good, it can satisfy the needs of endpoint detection
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under the common environment. Because the endpoint detected by the method of this paper is
more precise, it can improve recognition performance effectively.
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